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Dear BOTSFA Members and Dumela
readers!
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When we thought the COVID struggle
was over a new difficulty appeared in
form of a heatwave. Lately temperatures
have been up to 38-40 Centigrades
during the day time.
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BOTSFA MEMBERSHIP
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Individual: SEK 175
Family SEK: 300
Student: SEK 100 Institution:
SEK 500
Plusgiro Account: 851039-8
Bankgiro Account:
428-6472
VISIT US ON
www.botsfa.nu

I extend my heartfelt pleasure to our little 6 year old girl Zoe Sundberg who
came up with the idea of helping children in Botswana, who are in need. She
did so together with her mother Nicky Sundberg as well as Kelebonye
Blomqvist and Auma Lemogang Mochotlhi-Goitsemang.
We are looking forward to more individuals funding projects, and more
articles for Dumela Newsletter, where we welcome you to share your
experiences in work connecting Botswana and Sweden.
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handling donations of Sanitary Pads and DEO Roll ONs to the Children of
the Kwena Sereto Junior Secondary School in Molepolole.
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Let’s start with the compulsory Covid update.
Deliveries of vaccines have improved during the last few months and
currently vaccines are offered to all 30+ residents in Botswana. A few places
have even started to vaccinate the below 30s. Currently 27% of the total
population in Botswana have had their 1st shot and 11% are fully vaccinated,
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so we still have a low vaccination rate. Infection rates are currently very low
and we hope it stays that way.

End of September the State of Public Emergency was finally lifted after 18
months. There has been a lot of criticism that it was allowed to continue for
so long. With the lifting, a number of Covid restrictions were also removed.
Restaurants can now operate during normal hours and also serve alcohol
again, this was stopped in December last year. The curfew has also been
removed.
During State of Emergency companies were not allowed to retrench
employees, this has now also changed. There is a fear that many may now
loose their jobs unless we get the economy moving again. We are still
required to wear masks, sanitize and do temperature checks at entry to
businesses and institutions. The changes are of course all welcome but there
is a certain unease considering the low vaccination rate. The next few
months will be interesting.
Tourist are starting to come back to Botswana. Most are from regional
countries like South Africa. I also hear that the lodges are getting many
reservations again. This is all very good news as we need to get the wheels
turning again. Tourism in Botswana is very Covid safe, considering it is
mostly outdoors and with relativley little interactions in crowds of people.
The Covid pandemic has been very hard on the tourism and hospitality
industries.
Last week the new 100 km pipeline from Masama well fields to Gaborone
was commissioned. The pipeline will improve water security to the Capital
and neighbouring villages. This infrastructure project was delivered on time
and within budget. There are currently a number of pipeline projects being
implemented around the country to improve water distribution and security.
More good news is that Botswana has finally been removed from the greylist
of the International Monetary Watchdog, Financial Action Task Force
(FATF). Botswana has, for a number of years, been seen as a country with
weak institutions and laws that makes it vulnerable to money laundering and
unfriendly business practices. We welcome this development.
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We are currently having a very mild and nice start of summer. We have had a
few rains and the bush is starting to go green again. Predictions are normal
to above normal rainfall. We hope this is true. Next week I’m heading up to
Guma Lagoon in the Delta for tiger fishing with my son Hans.
Wishing you all a beautiful autumn. Stay safe!
Pula!

The white man´s grave
The story about Axel Wedberg
by Peter Johansson

Axel Wedberg
photographed shortly
before his travel to Africa
1875. Photo: Olle Presto,
Vänersborg.
(Vänersborg’s museum)

The weeks around Easter 2002 I was,
together with my wife Marianne, the
son Jacob and some friends, on travel
from coast to coast through southern
Africa. Our expedition had started in
Namibia and should cross Botswana
and South Africa and reach the Indian
Ocean at Durban. We followed the
footsteps of the Swedish zoologist and
hunter Johan August Wahlberg (1810 –
1856), who during the 1830’s to 1850’s
made wide expeditions and
considerable zoological collections in
these parts of Africa. The travel was an
important part in the collection of facts
for the biography over Wahlberg, that I
was then writing.

Axel Wedberg at his visit
to Vänersborg in 1893.
Photo: K & A Vikner.
(Vänersborg’s museum)

After some ten days in Namibia we
turned our cars towards Botswana,
aiming at Maun and the Thamalakane
River where Wahlbergs life ended under
a furious elephant a day in March 1856. The first night in
Botswana we slept in Ghanzi to travel to Lake Ngami and Maun
the following day. At Lake Ngami we crossed the dry, crackling clay flat,
that some times constituted the bottom of the lake. We did not see any water
at all, but just the thought that Wahlberg once travelled here, saw Lake
Ngami’s water surface, and made zoological collections at the spot was
enough. When we had crossed the lake and arrived at the place Shehitwa
aiming to continue towards Maun I caught sight of a road sign with the name
Tsau, a place that should be about fourtyfive kilometers to the north. That
name seemed familiar, so I stopped the car. Some seconds later I realized
where I had seen the name before, and I told my travel companions that we
first had to go to Tsau before heading to Maun. There were some
disagreements. The day was burning hot, and the children in the group had
been promised a swim in Maun, but the memory of Tsau that came up had
made my decision.
Four years earlier, in 1998, I sat in an archive in Cape Town collecting
material for a biography of another Swedish Africa traveller – the zoologist,
tradesman and hunter Axel Wilhelm Eriksson (1846-1901) from Vänersborg.
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Among all the acts I went through in the archive a death certificate and a
long letter fell out of a folder. The certificate and letter told about another
Vänersborg citizen, Axel Wedberg, who was a childhood friend of Eriksson
and had followed him to southern Africa in 1875. The two documents I
found told that Wedberg, who’s story was relativly little known, had died just
in Tsau in the month of December 1903.
It was on the second Christmas Day 1845 that the house made Maria
Catharina Olofsdotter at one of the famous tradesmen in Vänersborg, Carl
Adolf Malm, gave birth to a son whom she named Axel Wilhelm with the
first name Axel. Axel’s father was said to be ’unknown’ why Axel was
recorded as being ’illegitimate’. Just a year after the birth of Axel his mother
moved from Vänersborg while her son was left to be brought up by his
godparents. First as 11 years old Axel turns up in the town’s parish register
and then with the last name Wedberg. In Axel’s own family this name does
not exist, but at the time of his birth there was a governess with the name
Carolina Wedberg in the household of the tradesman Malm. The space here
is, however, too limited to speculate about the relationships between Axel
and Carolina Wedberg.
When Axel Wedberg was in his teens he planned to become a craftsman in
the home town, and 15 years old he got a position as an apprentice with a
sheet metal worker. After some years he left the town in 1865 to make a
living as a sailor, based in Lysekil. Some time later he searched his
livelihood in Karlstad, before he returned to Vänersborg to work as a
butcher’s apprentice. In 1871 he studied accounting for a short time at the
town’s Free school but interrupted the studies before exam.
The summer 1875 there was a great shift in Wedberg’s life. In the middle of
July his childhood friend Axel Eriksson returned to Vänersborg for a short
visit after ten years in southern Africa. Eriksson had made his career as a
zoologist and a tradesman, built up a trade station in Omaruru in what today
is central Namibia and sent out trade expeditions over large parts of Namibia
and to what today is northern Botswana. Eriksson’s narratives about life in
Africa tempted Wedberg, who determined to follow his childhood friend to
the foreign continent some weeks later. The travel went through Stockholm,
Berlin, Hamburg and London to Cape Town. In Cape Town they most likely
took Eriksson’s own ship, Louis Alfred, to Walvis Bay on the Namibian
coast, and from there continued with ox-wagon through the Namib desert to
Eriksson’s trade station Omaruru.
Wedberg was employed in Eriksson’s trade company and already the year
after the arrival he could do his first bigger expedition, a hunting expedition
to the surroundings of Lake Ngami. After nine months Wedberg returned to
Omaruru, ill with malaria and suffering from a serious home sickness.
Eriksson records how Wedberg from now on often was sad, withdraw and
thought about whether he realy had made the right decision for his life. In
spite of his homesickness Wedberg chose to stay, and the following years he
accomplished a number of expeditions many of which to northern Botswana.
In 1888 he took part in one of Eriksson’s adventurous expeditions driving
large herds of cattle through the Kalahari from northern Namibia to the
growing mining communities Pretoria and Johannesburg. Before the trying
drift the animals were fattened for some time close to Lake Ngami and at the
arrival the animals who had survived were allowed to recover at a ranch that
Eriksson had at the Limpopo River. After this expedition Wedberg was for
some time caught by the goldrush and started gold prospecting at the Vaal
River.
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After still some years with cattle transports through the feared thirst-lands
interchanged with gold prospecting Wedberg unexpected came home to
Vänersborg the summer 1893 after 18 years absence. In the luggage he had
many gifts, among others naturalia that he donated to the then newly built
Vänersborg’s museum. The visit to Sweden became much longer than
Wedberg first had planned. This was likely caused by that he now,
comparativly late in life, met love in the young Anna Gustavsson from
Stockholm. Wedberg moved for some time to Stockholm where he again
made a living as a butcher. After a two year long engagement the two
married in 1895 and shortly thereafter Wedberg returned to southern Africa.
The next year his wife Anna followed. Their happiness was however of short
duration and not long after Anna’s arrival to Pretoria she died leaving
Wedberg in deep grief. Some years after Anna’s death he wrote: ”I shall
never forget how I suffered for years after I lost My Good Anna, earlier I
did not know what sorrows and troubles meant, the whole world was a game
for me.”
Wedberg’s activities after Anna’s death are somewhat uncertain. For some
time he worked, not clear with what, in Matabeleland and he likely
continued with some gold prospecting in South Africa. Shortly after his
childhood friend Axel Eriksson had died from an infarct of the heart in
northern Namibia 1901, Wedberg was engaged by the deceased’s estate to
collect cattle herds that Eriksson had posted over large areas. For close to
two years Wedberg worked for the deceased’s estate and among other things
brought many cattle herds from northern Namibia to the areas of Lake
Ngami and the Okavango Delta. During this work Wedberg was in the
vicinity of Tsau in northern Botswana in December 1903. His health was
reduced and he suffered from severe bronchitis. The condition got worse and
on December 11th he asked for lodging with the tradesman Weatherwith. In
the morning the 17th of December the situation got acute worse and
Wedberg complained over severe pain in the chest after which he lost
consciousness and shortly thereafter passed away.

Tradesman Weatherwith’s trading station in
Tsau where Axel Wedberg spent his last
days. (Botswana National Archives)

When I that Good Friday almost 99 years later steered the car towards Tsau
and my travel companions wondered what I should do there I told them
Wedberg’s story, and explained that we possibly could find some traces after
him. The whole plan was of course close to hopeless – but it is not every day
you are near Tsau so I thought that it still was worth trying.
When we arrived in Tsau we drove up to a shop where I asked the young
cashier if she know about any old graveyards in the area. She thought for a
while and so remembered that a few kilometers away there should be some
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graves. After we had asked some more people we were shown a place where
there should be ”old graves of white men”. At first we saw no sign at all of a
burial-ground but soon we found fragments of broken tombstones and small
frames of brick dried in the sun lying in the shrubbery. When I walked
around there searching the then 12 years old Jacob suddenly shouted that he
had found an ”old iron cross”. He pointed to the ground, and very right there
was, partly covered by sand, a cross on which could be read the name
”Wedeberg”. Even if I had been driving with the idea to travel to Tsau, I had
really not had any large expectations of finding anything, but now we stood
there in front of Wedberg’s memorial cross. So had Wedberg, who suffered
from the serious homesickness, finally got visitors from his childhood’s
town.

The author at Wedberg’s grave in connection with a visit
2019. (Photo Marianne Brattberg)

After Jacob found Wedberg’s cross we borrowed a spade from a
neighbouring man and again rose the cross at its place. At two more
occasions we have passed Tsau, 2004 and 2019. Of course Axel Wedberg got
visits also then.

More informa+on on
Instagram:

1child1tree
tennis4sos

Art, Sport, Trees all good things are 3
By Mats Ögren Wanger. Photo SOS Children’s Villages

BOTSFA has this year directly or indirectly through its members engaged in
the wellbeing of young vulnerable children through different projects. A new
tennis school for beginners, an art club with painting workshops and tree
planting sessions have been set up. All three programs are now running on a
regular basis at SOS Children’s Villages in Tlokweng under guidance of
professionals.
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1child1tree art school Botswana

1child1tree art school
Sweden

The art school
When you start up something you often find it is leading to new things. In
this case the art school spontaneously started to take form in conjunction
with BOTSFA´s first tree planting session at SOS Children’s Villages in
Tlokweng at the beginning of this year. After the tree planting the SOS
children where given pencils, paint and a big canvas by the artist Ronald
Lolo. A fantasy forest became the art work result.
The mural wall
Next step to form the regular art school was the big gathering by BOTSFAs
chairperson Nelly Kabomo-Hogård. Together with professional artists, an
American children book writer and the SOS children turned a grey concrete
wall into a colorful landscape with trees, flowers and animals.

The mural wall took a full day to make

The 1child1tree art school is formed
What step could be more natural after these art events, than to form a regular
art school. The 1child1Tree art school has now workshops with professional
visual artists Ronald Lolo and Prince Tom as teachers and in October it was
blessed with a generous donation from Ms Batsho Dambe-Groth, the owner
of the Botswana Craft shop in Gaborone. Together with a group of ladies she
donated funds and paint equipment for a whole year of art workshops taking
place every second weekend.
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Tennis for beginners
Last but not least a new tennis school was formed in September this year. Its
focus is on young junior beginners at SOS Children’s Villages in Tlokweng.
Two professional tennis coaches come every Saturday with minitennis nets,
soft balls and rackets and have different drills for the children during two
hours.
During one weekend in October Botswanas
former ambassador in Sweden, Mr Lameck
Nthekela came to visit the program and could
see how much the kids enjoyed it. He reported
it was very
intense and that
the kids didn’t
want to stop
play when time
was over. The
new tennis
school with Mr
Nthekela as a
patron is
sponsored by
Mr Lameck Nthekela
private
showed up at SOS in
members from
Tlokweng
the Royal Lawn
Tennis Club in
A new Venus Williams?
Stockholm and former world tennis star
Robin Söderlings own foundation called RS
Foundation.
On re-hearing
Pula

Informal Get-together organizers
revive meetings at Grappa
By Julia Majaha-Jartby. Photo Per Järtby

Mike Main, the author of the book Palaces of
Stone giving a lecture

Following two years of
embargo posed by
Covid-19, BOTSFA
members and Friends of
Botswana met at an
informal get-together held
at Grappa—organized by
members Per Järtby and
Folke Löfgren!
The event, held on October
19, 2021, attracted close to
40 people, who converged
to listen to a presentation by
Mike Main, author of a
recently published book,
Palaces of Stone.
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It turned out to be an evening of catching-up, reminiscing, and listening to a
most professional presentation on spectacular ruins in Botswana, South
Africa, and Zimbabwe (beautiful pictures!). Most of the information was
new to many—greatly appreciated.

It was a full house of guests at Grappa restaurant

Dumela thanks Per and Folke for organizing the event!

NOTES
In October Botswana based visual artist Ann Mary
Gollifer participated at the prestigious 1-54 Contemporary
African Art Fair held at Somerset House in London. She
made a success and sold out her art pieces. Congrats Ann.
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